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Complex dielectric relaxation in supercooling and superpressing liquid-crystalline
chiral isopentylcyanobiphenyl
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Results of broadband dielectric studies in glass-forming liquid crystalline chiral isopentylcyanobiphenyl
(5* CB) are presented. Tests conducted as a function of temperature and pressure revealed the coexistence of
glassy and critical properties. The latter are associated with the isotropic-cholesteric phase transition atTI -Ch

'250 K under atmospheric pressure. Dielectric loss curves in the isotropic liquid and in the cholesteric phase
are clearly broadened on cooling and pressuring towards the glass transition. Although in the isotropic phase
there is a single stretched loss curve, in the mesophase an additional relaxation process can be distinguished.
The evolution of relaxation times is non-Arrhenius and can be portrayed by the Vogel-Fulcher-Tamman rela-
tion or its pressure counterpart. The glassy dynamics coexists with the critical-like behavior for the static
dielectric permittivity and for the maxima of the dielectric loss curves. Their temperature and pressure depen-
dences are associated with the critical exponentf512a'1/2, wherea'1/2 is the specific heat critical
exponent. This behavior is associated with the continuous phase transition placed atDT'1.5 K below the
clearing temperature forP50.1 MPa. It has been found that 5* CB shows a unique pressure-temperature phase
diagram. Pressure and temperature changes which begin in the isotropic liquid below at ca.T'265 K always
result in the transition to the cholesteric phase which can be supercooled or superpressed. ForT.265 K the
phase transition to another phase, presumably a solid one, always occurs. However, a cholesteric-solid phase
border seems to exist only in isothermal pressure tests. It does not appear in the temperature studies.
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INTRODUCTION

Despite great progress in studies of supercooled, gl
forming liquids, their properties still remain puzzling@1–6#.
Hence, novel experimental results, such as involving@7# hy-
drostatic pressure@8–16# or a class of materials hardly ex
plored up to now@4,6#, are of particular importance. Regar
ing the latter, studies of liquid crystalline~LC! glass formers
may be potentially richer than corresponding studies
simple supercooled liquids. This can be related to the op
tunity of testing the glassy dynamics for different sup
cooled liquid-crystalline mesophases. However, basically
portant low-molecular calamitic liquid crystallin
compounds, for instancen-alkylcynabiphenyls (nCB), most
often crystallize on cooling@17#. Moreover, the vast majority
of experimental results point to an almost Debye distribut
of dielectric relaxation times and their Arrhenius evolution
a function of temperature or pressure@17–19,22#. These fea-
tures agree with the simple mean-field description of
isotropic-nematic~I-N! transition dominating in basic mono
graphs for the physics of liquid crystals@17–22#. Neverthe-
less, recent high-resolution, broadband dielectric spect
copy ~BDS! of isotropic nCB in the broad range o
temperatures gave a clear evidence for the glassy, com
dynamics: the non-Debye form of dielectric loss curves,
broadening on cooling, and the non-Arrhenius evolution
dielectric relaxation times@23,24#. These results coincide
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with dielectric studies conducted in supercooled nema
and smectic-A phases three decades ago@25–30#. To over-
come crystallization, which, for instance, in 5CB occu
about 15 K below the isotropic-nematic~I-N! clearing tem-
perature, those tests were carried out in samples after a r
cooling or in a thin layer of a LC compound@25–30#. In the
last decade, the evidence for the glassy of mesogens beh
was also obtained for nonglassyfying calamitic LC co
pounds, for instance in 5CB, confined to a random surrou
ing @31–37#. It is noteworthy that the glassy dynamic
clearly manifests in LC compounds with more complex m
lecular structures such as polymeric@38–44# or ferroelectric
ones@17,45,46#. The glassy dynamics was also noted in d
electric studies of eutecticE7 andE8 liquid crystalline mix-
ture of calamitic LC compounds. One of their components
the mentioned 5CB. Unfortunately, these studies were
ried out only in a limited range of frequency@47#. Studies of
the glassy state in LC compounds have become a challen
question also for the theoreticians in the last decade@48–53#.
It seems that the results of Refs.@50,53# are worth recalling
here which show the relationship between the glassy dyn
ics and the appearance of the ordered swarms in the orie
tional way ~i.e., nematiclike! in the isotropic phase.

Unfortunately, there is only a limited number of expe
mental studies in simple calamitic LC compounds which c
be supercooled in bulk without special experimental con
tions mentioned above. Only recently such tests were c
ducted on chiral isopentylcyanobiphenyl (5* CB) @54–58#
and chiral isooctylcyanobiphenyl (8* OCB) @59#, which
are isomers of 5CB and 4-n-octyloxy-48-cyanobiphenyl
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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~8OCB!. In this paper, the tested 5* CB does not crystallize
on cooling and after the isotropic-cholesteric transition
TI -Ch'250 K, it reaches the glassy state atTG'220 K. For
5CB the I-N transition occurs atTI -N'303 K and next it
crystallizes at ca.TN5S'295 K @17#. BDS tests on 5* CB
and 8* OCB showed the non-Arrhenius evolution of rela
ation times and the broadening of loss curves on coo
@54,57,60,61#. Glass transition was also noted in different
scanning calorimetry~DSC! @55,56#. In 5* CB the inelastic
scanning scattering showed the appearance of the boson
@58#. Neither in studies on 5* CB @54–58# and 8* OCB @59–
61# nor in other supercooling LC compounds mention
above@25–53#, there was experimental evidence of any p
transitional, critical-like behavior. Only recently, prelimina
nonlinear dielectric studies have indicated the possible e
tence of the pretransitional, criticallike behavior in isotrop
5* CB @62#. This paper presents high-resolution BDS stud
on 5* CB. Studies were conducted as a function of tempe
ture and pressure. Studies aimed to test the possible
tence of a critical-like behavior and the influence of the h
hydrostatic pressure. Recent investigations in pressur
simple and polymeric glass-forming fluids showed that
simultaneous pressure and temperature tests may offer e
tially new insight into the dynamics of glassy liquids@8–16#.
The high-pressure studies are always associated with se
experimental difficulties. They are particularly pronounc
in LC materials owing to the usually limited amount
samples available and the necessity of avoiding any conta
nation. The latter is associated with the fact that even a v
small amount of any admixture may essentially influence
properties of a LC sample.

EXPERIMENT

Dielectric measurements were conducted using the No
control Concept 80 spectrometer with the Quatro tempe
ture control system. Temperature was stabilized up to60.02
K. For pressure measurements the setup applied in our
vious tests was used. It consists of a pressure chamber
chased from Unipress, Poland. As a pressure source,
Nova Swiss generator was used. Pressure was measure
ing Nova Swiss tensometric pressure meter with resolu
60.1 MPa. To stabilize the temperature a jacket fed fr
Julabo HD 45S thermostat with external circulation su
rounded the chamber. The sample was placed in a mea
ment capacitor designed in our lab. It has unique featu
only 0.3 cm3 of the tested sample is needed, the sample i
contact only with Teflon, Invar, and quartz, and the press
can be both decreased and increased without a risk of
tamination from the pressurized liquid~silicone oil!. The ca-
pacitor was placed within the pressure chamber and pres
was transmitted to the sample by the deformation of 50mm
Teflon film. It was already used in the earlier studies@62,65#.
The parameters of the flat-parallel measurement capa
were as follows: gapd50.3 mm and radiusr o516 mm. The
tested compound (5* CB) was prepared in the Military Uni
versity of Technology, Warsaw by Czuprynski and Da
rowski. Particular attention was paid to reduce the level
contamination, particularly of residual ionic ones to the lo
03170
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est possible level. The DSC measurements showing
isotropic-cholesteric phase transition and the glass trans
in the tested sample are shown in Fig. 1. The obtained t
peratures are about 2 K higher than the ones reported ea
which may be associated with the purification mention
above. The figure also presents structures of 5* CB and 5CB,
for comparison. Experimental data were analyzed us
ORIGIN 7.1 software. Errors are given as three standa
deviations.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The main part of Fig. 2 shows experimental loss curv
obtained on cooling the 5* CB under atmospheric pressu
from T5350 K to 220 K. It can be seen that on passing t
isotropic-cholesteric~I-Ch! phase transition, loss curve
maxima drop by about 20% of their initial values in th

FIG. 1. The evidence of the isotropic-cholesteric and the gl
transitions in the tested sample of 5* CB. The structure of 5* CB
and ‘‘classical’’ 5CB nematogen is also shown.

FIG. 2. Dielectric loss curves obtained for 5* CB on cooling in
temperature tests under atmospheric pressure in isotropic and
lesteric phases. The arrow indicates theI-Ch clearing temperature
The inset shows the result of temperature studies undeP
550 MPa.
5-2
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COMPLEX DIELECTRIC RELAXATION IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 031705 ~2003!
isotropic phase. However, temperature behavior undeP
550 MPa is dramatically different: on passing the pha
transition atT5270 K, the loss curves associated with t
relaxation process dominating in the isotropic phase dis
pear. A similar behavior was noted in the isothermal press
studies, presented in Fig. 3. Above the phase transition,
strong relaxation process observed in the isotropic phase
appears. However, on pressuring, a novel, weak relaxa
process appears in the low-frequency region. It is proba
associated with a solid phase as the comparison with re
of studies in simpler, more classical, glass-forming liqu
@4# may suggest. The behavior presented in the inset in Fi
takes place in pressure and temperature studies if the p
transition temperature is higher thanT.265 K. In pressure
and temperature tests which are associated with clearing
peraturesT,265 K, always the behavior similar to the pa
tern presented in the main part of Fig. 2 occurred. The la
was associated with theI-Ch transition. The obtained pres
sure versus temperature phase diagram is shown in Fig.
is noteworthy that the cholesteric-solid phase~Ch-S! ‘‘border
line’’ appears only in the isothermal, pressure studies~dashed
line in Fig. 4!. It does not appear in temperature investig
tions. If the cooling starts in the isotropic phase atT
.265 K, theI-S transition always occurs and the choleste
phase does not appear when passingT'265 K isotherm. If
the cholesteric phase is reached by pressuring for isothe
T,265 K and next the 5* CB sample is heated under hig
pressure, the solidification up to 10 K above 265 K occu
This may suggest that the cholesteric phase exists in
stable and metastable forms as shown in Fig. 4. It is n
worthy that the linear dependence the pressures depend
characterized bydTc/dP.0.37 K MPa21, describes the
pressure behavior of the clearing~I-Ch or I-S! temperature
~Fig. 4!. For comparison in 5CB for theI-N transition
dTc/dP'0.27 K MPa21 up to at least 200 MPa. The inset
Fig. 4 shows the shift of the relaxation time,tc(T)5t(Tc)
and tc(P)5t(Pc), along the phase transition line. Withi
the limit of experimental error, it can be approximated by
linear function with the slopedtc/dT'20.053 s K21. It is

FIG. 3. Evolution of dielectric loss curves obtained in isoth
mal (T5TC120 K), pressure studies. The arrow indicates
clearing pressure.
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noteworthy that forT5303 K, which is theI-N temperature
in 5CB, the relaxation timetc is similar to the one noted in
5CB @23#. The shape of loss curves on cooling and press
ing 5* CB is presented in Fig. 5. It shows the normaliz
superposition of selected experimental loss curves for
isotropic phase of 5* CB for temperature and pressure pat
of studies. Both on cooling and pressuring, loss cur
broadens. Such a behavior occurs also for nonmesogeni
percooled @2–6# and superpressed@7–16# liquids. Solid
curves in Fig. 5 present the parametrization by means of
Laplace transformation of the time-domain stretched ex
nential ~SE! dependence to the frequency domain@4#:

«9~v!5E
0

`

dtF2d

dt
exp2S t

tK
D bKWWGsin~vt !, ~1!

-

FIG. 4. The obtained temperature-pressure phase diagram
5* CB. The dashed, thick line indicatesT5265 K isotherm. In iso-
thermal, pressure studies, above this temperature always theI-S
transition occurs. The inset presents the temperature and pre
evolution of dielectric relaxation time taken and the clearing~phase
transition! point.

FIG. 5. The normalized superposition of chosen loss curve
the isotropic phase on cooling and pressuring. Solid lines are
rametrized by relation~1!.
5-3
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RZOSKA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 031705 ~2003!
where v52p f , tK is the SE relaxation time, andbKWW
denotes the SE exponent.

The inset shows the decrease of the SE exponent f
0.96 up to 0.75 in the immediate vicinity of the clearin
temperature. Hence, it changes from the almost single re
ation time distribution to the clearly SE relaxation. The lo
est value of the parameterbKWW is characteristic for a broad
range of supercooled liquids@4#. The obtained values o
bKWW agree well with earlier temperature studies in 5* CB
@54#. To encompass the asymmetry of loss curve, furt
analysis was conducted in terms of the Havriliak-Nega
~HN! dependence@4#:

«* 5«`1
«s2«`

@11~ ivtHN!a#b , ~2!

where«` represents the asymptotic value of permittivity
high frequencies and«s is the value of the opposite limit
The power exponentsa andb are responsible for the shape
the loss curve.

In the isotropic phase of 5* CB a single HN function was
able to parametrize the experimental data. It is clearly sho
in the main part of Fig. 6 where experimental data for bo
the real and imaginary parts of dielectric permittivity a
given in the Cole-Cole plot. However, in the choleste
phase an additional process, not found in earlier tests
5* CB @54,57#, appears in the high-frequency part of th
spectrum. To portray such a loss curve, the split into t
relaxation processes was assumed, as shown in Fig. 6
minimize the number of fitted parameters and hence to re
a reasonable error of fitting, the Cole-Davidson@~CD!: a
51 in relation~2!# and the Debye@~D!: a5b51 in relation
~2! @4## distributions were taken as components of the und
lying relaxation processes in the cholesteric phase. The
tained evolution of parameters responsible for the distri
tion of relaxation is shown in Fig. 7. They are presen

FIG. 6. The temperature dependence of dielectric relaxa
times in the isotropic and cholesteric phases of 5* CB under
atmospheric pressure. Solid lines are parametrized by the
dependence~3!.
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showing the form of loss curves above and below the l
curve peak@1,4#:

«9~ f !}S f

f peak
D m

, m5a for f , f peak, ~3!

«9~ f !}S f

f peak
D 2n

, n5ab for f . f peak, ~4!

where parametersm51 andn51 are for the single relax-
ation time, Debye distribution. Bothm andn shapes tend to
1 on heating or depressuring, i.e., remote from the clea
point in the isotropic phase. On approaching the clear
point, the parameterm describing the low-frequency wing
drops to 0.9. The parametern, related to the high-frequenc

n

T

FIG. 7. The Cole-Cole plot of dielectric permittivity in isotropi
5* CB under atmospheric pressure. Data are portrayed using
Havriliak-Negami~HN! relation ~2!. The inset presents the applie
way of analysis of experimental data in the cholesteric phase w
is based on the Cole Davidson~CD! and Debye~D! distributions.

FIG. 8. The test of the breakdown of the validity of the simp
DSE law. The obtained values of the fractional exponent from
lation ~5! are given in the figure.
5-4
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COMPLEX DIELECTRIC RELAXATION IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 031705 ~2003!
wing of loss curves, drops up to about 0.6 near the clea
point. In the cholesteric phase only the high-frequency w
can be discussed as the result of the analysis applied: fo
CD distribution m51. Regarding the parametern, it de-
creases to almost 0.5 in temperature and to 0.4 in pres
studies. It is noteworthy that the valuen50.5 is claimed to
be a universal, system-independent value reached when
proaching the glass transition temperature as shown in re
time-temperature superposition analysis@63#. Results ob-
tained in this paper pose the question whether the more
eral pressure-temperature-time superposition universalit
valid. It is noteworthy that although in 5CB the supercool
or superpressed state does not appear, the behavior dis
tion of relaxation times in the isotropic phase and in t
surroundings of the clearing point is similar to the one d
cussed above for 5* CB.

In Fig. 8, the temperature evolution of dielectric rela
ation is plotted as a function of temperature in the isotro
and cholesteric phases. The split in the mesophase, om
in the previous tests in 5* CB @54,57#, is also presented. It is
visible that on cooling the distance between the two rel
ation processes in the cholesteric phase remains cons
That points to the relationship between these relaxation
cesses and the structure of the cholesteric phase. The lo
relaxation time may be associated with the relaxation of
rodlike molecule around its short axis. The cholesteric str
ture causes that the rodlike molecules are positioned
certain angle around the nematic director vector. Hence,
faster process can be related to the relaxation of the pro
tion of the rodlike molecule around the axis indicated by
director. The evolution of the obtained relaxation times, b
in the isotropic phase and in the mesophases, is n
Arrhenius and can be portrayed by the VFT dependence@4#:

t~T!5t0 expS DT

T2T0
D , ~5!

whereT0 is the extrapolated ideal glass temperature and
coefficientD is the measure of fragility.

The validity of the above relation and fitted parameters
shown in Fig. 8. The same values of the ideal glass temp
tures were obtained for each relaxation process, within
limit of the experimental error. The obtained values of co
ficient D are typical for fragile glass formers@4#. The non-
Arrhenius evolution which can be described within the VF
dependence also exhibits dc conductivity, as shown in
inset in Fig. 8. The simultaneous availability of dc condu
tivity and a relaxation time from the broadband dielectr
relaxation spectra enabled a test of the validity of the
called fractional DSF law@4,11,13#:

sts5const, ~6!

wheres denotes the magnitude of the dc conductivity ant
is the ~a! structural relaxation time.

The breakdown of a simple DSE law@s51 in relation
~6!# is a well-known manifestation of the complex relaxati
in glass-forming liquids@4#. The fitted values of the frac
tional exponent are given in Fig. 9. The non-Arrhenius e
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lution of relaxation times was also noted in isothermal, pr
sure tests. Results presented in Fig. 10 show that both in
isotropic and in the cholesteric phases the pressure de
dence of relaxation times can be well portrayed by the pr
sure counterpart of the VFT equation, proposed by some
the authors@7#:

t~P!5t0
P expS DPP

P02PD , ~7!

whereP0 is the ideal glass pressure for the given tempe
ture andDP is the equivalent of the fragility coefficient fo
pressure path of studies.

Noteworthy is the fact that the above mentioned split in
two relaxation processes occurs also for pressurized cho
teric. Both processes are described by the same values oP0
andDP within the limit of experimental errors. It is notewor
thy that in the isotropic phase, the non-Arrhenius behav
cannot be observed for isotherms below 270 K, due to
limited range of pressure~see Fig. 4!. Already for T5313,
only the Arrhenius dependence can be applied. In this c
the limited range of pressures is the result of the limit
range of measurement frequencies available in pressure
and the strong decrease of relaxation times on heating
isotropic 5* CB.

The influence of the vicinity of the phase transition po
may be noted already in Fig. 7, for parameters describing
distribution of relaxation times. More pronounced influen
of pretransitional fluctuations occurs for the temperature e
lution of maxima of loss curves, as shown in Fig. 11. T
obtained dependence can be well portrayed by
relation:

FIG. 9. Pressure dependence of dielectric relaxation time
isotropic and cholesteric 5* CB. For T5255 K, 273 K, and 193 K
data are portrayed by relation~6!, the pressure counterpart of th
VFT dependence. ForT5313 experimental data are parametriz
by the simple Arrhenius dependence due to the limited range
pressure available for analysis. Fitted fragility coefficientDP and
pressureP0 are given in the figure.
5-5
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«peak9 ~T!5«T9* 1aT9~T2T* !1AT9~T2T* !12a, ~8!

where«T9* andT* are coordinates of the extrapolated hyp
thetical continuous phase transition,T* 5TC2DT, TC is the
clearing temperature, andDT is the measure of the phas
transition discontinuity. The exponenta may be related to
the critical exponent of the specific heat.

The following fitted parameters were obtained:«T9* 54.0
60.03, aT9520.01360.002 K21, AT* 50.4110.02 K2f,
T* 5248.5 K, andf512a50.560.05. A similar depen-

FIG. 10. The evolution of characterizing the distribution of r
laxation time HN parameter. The parametern5ab is for the high-
frequency wing and the parameterm5a is for the low-frequency
wing.

FIG. 11. The temperature evolution of maxima of loss curves
5* CB. The inset shows similar dependence for the static dielec
permittivity. Solid curves are portrayed by relations~7! and ~8!.
Arrows show the clearing temperatures. The stars indicate the
sition of the extrapolated temperature of the hypothetical cont
ous phase transitions.
03170
-

dence describes the evolution of the static dielectric perm
tivity for a given measurement frequency as shown by
inset in Fig. 11:

«8~T!5«T8* 1aT* ~T2T* !1AT8~T2T* !12a. ~9!

Fitted parameters are the following:«T8* 512.5160.1,
aT8520.01660.003 K21, AT850.2610.02 K2f, T*
5248.5 K, andf512a50.560.1. The obtained value o
the critical exponenta'0.5 in relations~8! and ~9! is the
same as in 5CB on approaching theI-N transition.

In 5CB the validity of relations~8! and~9! was related to
the so-calledfluidlike model proposed recently for theI-N
transition@23,64,65#.

The evolution of maxima of loss curves and of the sta
dielectric permittivity for the isothermal pressure path
studies is presented in Figs. 12 and 13. They can be
portrayed by pressure counterparts of relations~8! and ~9!:

«peak9 ~P!5«P9* 1aP9 ~P* 2T!1AT9~P* 2P!12a, ~10!

«8~P!5«P8* 1aP8 ~P* 2P!1AT8~P* 2P!12a, ~11!

whereP,PC5P* 2DP, PC is the clearing pressure,DP is
the measure of the phase transition discontinuity,«P9* , «P8* ,
andP* are coordinates of the extrapolated hypothetical c
tinuous phase transition.

Relation ~10! is parametrized by«P9* 50.99560.01, aP9
520.01660.005, AP9 50.3660.08 MPa2f, f512a
50.5260.1, andP* 5220.5 MPa. Relation~9! is associated
with the following parameters:«P8* 59.1560.2, aP8 5

20.01560.004 MPa21, AP8 50.2560.02 MPa2f, f512a
50.5260.1, andP* 5220 MPa. It is noteworthy that for
pressure tests the critical exponent also is equal toa'0.5.
The isomorphism of relations~8!,~10! and ~9!,~11! may be

n
ic

o-
-

FIG. 12. Pressure dependence of static dielectric permittivity
isotropic 5* CB on approaching the solid phase. Solid curves
portrayed by relation~10!. The arrows point the pressure of th
phase transition. The stars indicate the position of the hypothe
continuous phase transition.
5-6
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COMPLEX DIELECTRIC RELAXATION IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 031705 ~2003!
considered as the consequence of the postulate of iso
phism of critical phenomena@66#. The isomorphism of rela-
tions ~10!,~11! and ~8!,~9! may be considered as the cons
quence of the validity of the Kramers-Kronig equations@67#
for the discussed temperature and pressure pretransitiona
havior of dielectric permittivity. It is particularly noteworth
that results presented in Fig. 11 are for the isotrop
cholesteric phase transition. The pretransitional bend
down may be here associated with the antiparallel orde
of perpendicular permanent dipole moments ordered in
orientational way prenematic fluctuations. Such a beha
was already noted for theI-N transition, for instance in 5CB
as well as for the isotropic–smectic-A @68# and isotropic–
smectic-E @69# phase transitions. However, pressure res
in Figs. 12 and 13 are for the isotherm where the solidifi
tion probably occurs. The validity of relations~9! and ~10!
may suggest that between the hypothetical solid phase
the isotropic phase a mesophase exists. The next possi
is the orientational ordering of the solid~?! phase. It is note-
worthy that the discontinuity of theI-Ch transition is equal to
DT'1.5 K. Similar values were noted for weakly disco
tinuous phase transition in nematogenicnCB, where it in-
creases up to about 70% on pressuring up to 200 MPa.
results presented in Figs. 12 and 13, the discontinuityDP
5P* 2PC'57 MPa. The approximate conversion of th
value to temperature scale using the value ofdTC/dP gives
DT'21 K.

CONCLUSIONS

The presented results showed that glass-forming meso
5* CB exhibits both glassy and critical properties. The te

FIG. 13. Pressure dependence of the maxima of loss curve
isotropic 5* CB on approaching the solid~?! phase. Solid curves ar
portrayed by relation~9!. Arrows show the pressure of the pha
transition. Stars indicate the position of the hypothetical continu
phase transition.
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perature behavior in the isotropic phase under atmosph
pressure is very similar to the one obtained for 5CB,
compound which does not form the glassy state in bulk d
ing slow cooling or pressuring. However, presented res
for 5* CB give the first evidence of the pretransitional beha
ior of dielectric permittivity for theI-Ch transition.

Noteworthy is the isomorphism of obtained dependen
for temperature and pressure paths. It is interesting that p
sure tests may suggest that the same critical-like beha
with the exponenta50.5 occurs for the phase transition
both from the isotropic to the cholesteric and from the is
tropic to the~presumably! solid phase. Unique features, n
observed for 5CB and other simple calamitic compoun
exhibit the pressure-temperature phase diagram for 5* CB.
Regarding the glassy behavior, in temperature studies,
analysis of dielectric relaxation showed the validity of t
VFT description in the isotropic phase, in agreement w
Refs. @54,57#. In the cholesteric phase, two relaxation pr
cesses, not reported in Refs.@54,57#, were detected. Each
VFT relation is associated with the same fragilityD, ‘‘ideal
glass temperature’’T0 , and the glass temperatureTg , within
experimental error. A similar evidence was obtained for
isothermal pressure paths of studies. It was strongly s
gested in Ref.@63# that on cooling the high-frequency win
of loss curves of glass-forming liquids is universal on a
proachingTg : its slope should approachn51/2. For 5* CB
this seems to occur in temperature tests and probably no
pressure paths. Although in 5* CB loss curves systematicall
broaden on cooling, near the clearing point both high- a
low-frequency wings show some anomalous changes, sim
to those observed for 5CB. Regarding the possible releva
of results presented for theoretical analysis, apart from R
@50,53# mentioned in the Introduction, the recent model pr
posed by Tanaka@70# is worth recalling here. It was sug
gested that for glass-forming liquids apart from density flu
tuations ~1!, cooperative medium range bond-orderin
structures~2! may play a basic role. Depending on the dom
nation of factors~1! or ~2!, Tanaka’s model leads to th
liquid-liquid phase transition with the critical pretransition
behavior or to the glass transition with the possible spino
liquid-liquid transition below the glass temperature. F
glass-forming liquids, the possible critical point might b
expected in the negative pressure region. In 5* CB the exis-
tence of bond-ordering structures, i.e., pretransitional, p
mesomorphic fluctuations, is evident. The important d
agreement with Tanaka’s model is due to the fact that
5* CB the glass temperature is ca. 60 K below the liqu
liquid (I -Ch) transition.
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